The following course and program proposals have been approved by Brad Tucker, Analysis, Planning, and Budget, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Minor in Human Nutrition (24 cr.) – a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* Updates to courses. *APB Comments/Corrections:* Correct titles for NUTR 344 and NUTR 503.

Faculty of Arts
B.A.; Major Concentration in History (36 cr.) – description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses list headings deleted and some revised, complementary courses added, title revised for some complementary courses, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* To maintain overall program flexibility, long lists of specific courses removed. *APB Comments/Corrections:* In box 6.0, indicate “Old description: None”; obtain a consultation from Jewish Studies to list the JWST courses in this program.

B.A.; Joint Honours – History Component (36 cr.) – description, complementary courses deleted, complementary list headings deleted and some revised, complementary courses added, title revised for some complementary courses, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* To maintain overall program flexibility, long lists of specific courses removed. *APB Comments/Corrections:* In box 6.0, indicate existing description; list all program requirements in the existing program column; obtain a consultation from Jewish Studies to list the JWST courses in this program; revise effective date to read “201909”.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in History (18 cr.) – description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses list headings deleted and some revised, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* To maintain overall program flexibility, long lists of specific courses removed. *APB Comments/Corrections:* In box 6.0, indicate “Old description: None”; obtain a consultation from Jewish Studies to list the JWST courses in this program.

B.A.; Honours in History (54 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses list headings deleted and some revised, complementary courses added, title revised for some complementary courses, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased, program note added. *Rationale:* To maintain overall program flexibility, long lists of specific courses removed. *APB Comments/Corrections:* In box 6.0, indicate “Old description: None”; obtain a consultation from Jewish Studies to list the JWST courses in this program; revise “Cognate” paragraph to add a comma after “e.g.” and remove quotation marks around cognate in last sentence.

School of Continuing Studies
Professional Development Certificate in Residential and Condominium Property Management/Gestion immobilière résidentielle et des copropriétés (22 CEUs) – program title, CEU weight increased, description, a required course added, required CEUs increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary-course section deleted, complementary CEUs decreased. *Rationale:* Revisions reflect industry trend; it is designed to equip property managers with needed skills. *APB Comments/Corrections:* Indicate existing description; revise rationale to include the statement: “Existing program Professional Development Certificate in Condominium Management is being retired, via this proposal.” *ALL OF THE CEU PROGRAMS SHOULD HAVE AN EFFECTIVE TERM THAT BEGINS 84####;*.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
M.Sc. in Agricultural Economics (45 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, description, credit weight reduced for a required course, credit weight increased for a required course, required credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, span version of a complementary course indicated, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale:* Updates to courses, and program-requisite review by Department.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]

Faculty of Arts

M.Sc.(Applied) in Couple and Family Therapy; Non-Thesis (60 cr.) – complementary course added. Rationale: Appropriate course added to choices for students.

Faculty of Engineering

Ph.D. in Mining Engineering (0 cr.) – a required course deleted, required courses added, title revised for a required course. Rationale: Updates to courses due to the separation of the one Ph.D. program into two.

Faculty of Medicine

M.Sc.(Applied) in Communication Sciences and Disorders – Speech-Language Pathology; Non-Thesis (82 cr.) – a required course added, required credits increased, a complementary course deleted, complementary credits decreased, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Course update.

M.Sc.(Applied) in Physical Therapy; Non-Thesis (63 cr.) – program credit weight increased, a required course added, credit weight increased for a required course, required credits increased. Rationale: Assessment of the workload resulted in the increase of course material and credits.

M.Sc.(Applied) in Occupational Therapy; Non-Thesis (63 cr.) – program credit weight increased, a required course added, credit weight increased for a required course, required credits increased. Rationale: Assessment of the workload resulted in the increase of course material and credits.

Retirements

School of Continuing Studies

Professional Development Certificate in Condominium Management (20-20.5 CEUs). Rationale: Due to program title change. ALL OF THE CEU PROGRAMS SHOULD HAVE AN EFFECTIVE TERM THAT BEGINS 84###;

Certificat de perfectionnement professionnel en gestion de copropriété (20-20.5 CEUs). Rationale: Two programs – one in English and one in French – are not needed; the English program has been revised to be bilingual.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Arts

HIST 212 Medieval Europe (3 cr.) [PRN 12866]. Affected programs indicated. APB Comments/Corrections: Indicate individual programs affected with full title [B.A.; Major Concentration in History etc.].

HIST 504 Topics: World History (3 cr.) [PRN 12894]. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to use lowercase letters for “World History”.

School of Continuing Studies

CPAG 220 Fundls of Pub Fin, Budget&Rep (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised.

CPAG 225 Fndns of PubRegs&Ethics:PubSec (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title revised – “the” removed from eCalendar title; revise description to read “Fundamental …”; does the course cover the study of specific laws and statutes, and is it taught by a lawyer? If yes, specify this in description in order for the Ministry to code it as a law course instead of business, to receive more funding.

CPAG 300 Lean Op Practices in Pub Ser (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Lean principles …”.

CPAG 305 Cur Issues in Pub Sec Admin (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Current … opportunities facing … sector. Management tools … issues are addressed …”.

CPAG 400 Diversity&Cross Cultural Mgmt (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; revise description to read “Impact … context and the challenges … faced. Effect on … behaviour … learning will facilitate …”.

CPAG 410 Strat Planning&Implementation (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviated; description revised to read “Theory … conditions. Topics in …”.

NOTE: CSO: new subject code;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
School of Continuing Studies [continued]
CPAG 500 Lean Ops in Public Services (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; revise description to read “Lean principles and how to apply processes … sector. Particularities of … environment and how process … be used there”.

CPAG 510 Current Issues in Pub Sec Mgmt (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Contemporary … society. Trends … the past, and alternative solutions”.

CPAG 515 Pub Regs&Ethics in the Pub Sec (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised and “&” in eCalendar title revised to read “and”; revise description to read “Leadership … Indigenous governance. Practical …”.

CPAG 520 Leadership & Gov in Pub Orgs (3 cr.). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised and “&” in eCalendar title revised to read “and”; revise description to read “Planning … sector. Budgets …”.

YCIT 001 HTML Development Fundamentals (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: New subject defined in rationale; no need to abbreviate title; revise description to read “Fundamentals of … the web page. Focus on the …”.

YCIT 002 CSS Fundamentals (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Fundamentals of … version of CSS. Focus on creating basic styles … page. Addresses the most …”.

YCIT 003 JavaScript Fundamentals (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Object-oriented … procedural programming, including JavaScript: graphical … interfaces, code for responding …”.

YCIT 004 JavaScript Libraries (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “JavaScript library, where it can be downloaded, and how its files are structured. JavaScript libraries …”.

YCIT 005 CSS Libraries (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “CSS library, where it can be downloaded, and how its files are structured. CSS libraries will include Bootstrap …”.

YCIT 006 TypeScript (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Primary language … JavaScript. Benefits …”.

YCIT 007 JavaScript Frameworks (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “One of … Vue.

How to …”.

YCIT 008 Database Design Essentials (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Key concepts …”.

YCIT 009 Database for the Web (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Technical skills …”.

YCIT 010 Advanced Database Techniques (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Focus on a wide … archiving. Introduces the …”.

YCIT 011 Object-Oriented Progrm Concps (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; revise description to read “Object-oriented … Focus on objects …”.

YCIT 012 Node.js Fundamentals (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Overview … Node.js and how to … applications. Characteristics of Node and example code”.

YCIT 013 Web App. Dev. with .NET Core (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: No need to abbreviate in title; revise description to read “Patterns …”.

YCIT 014 PHP Fundamentals (4 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Overview … development. Demonstrates …”.

YCIT 099 Full Stack Capstone Project (6 CEUs). APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Participants work in teams to develop a web/mobile application.”
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New [continued]

Faculty of Engineering

SEAD 500 Fndns of Sust for Eng & Des (3 cr.) [PRN 13543]. APB Comments/Corrections: Confirmation needed whether resources are needed from the Dean or the Provost for this new course – the memo provided is not clear; revise restriction to read “Open only to students … may register with permission of the instructor”.

SEAD 530 Econ for Sust in Eng & Des (3 cr.) [PRN 13542]. APB Comments/Corrections: Confirmation needed whether resources are needed from the Dean or the Provost for this new course – the memo provided is not clear; revise restriction to read “Open only to students … may register with permission of the instructor”.

SEAD 540 Industrial Ecology and Systems (3 cr.) [PRN 13541]. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to use Canadian spelling of “behavior”; confirmation needed whether resources are needed from the Dean or the Provost for this new course – the memo provided is not clear; revise restriction to read “Open only to students … may register with permission of the instructor”.

SEAD 550 Dec-Making for Sust: Eng & Des (3 cr.) [PRN 13540]. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to include this sentence from the rationale “Role and importance of engineering decisions of environmental, social, and economic problems and the application of decision-making approaches and tools to engineering sustainability”; confirmation needed whether resources are needed from the Dean or the Provost for this new course – the memo provided is not clear; revise restriction to read “Open only to students … may register with permission of the instructor”.

MIME 702 Ph.D. Preliminary Examination (0 cr.) [PRN 13421]; MIME 704 Ph.D. Comp Exam in Mining Eng (0 cr.) [PRN 13422]. APB Comments/Corrections: Prerequisite course minimum grade revised to read “B -”, as the letter grade is the norm at the University.

Faculty of Medicine

NUR2 519 Nursing Clinical Skills Lab 3 (1 cr.) [PRN 13781]. APB Comments/Corrections: Spell out “Lab” in Calendar title; revise description to read “[I]llness management clinical technical skills, including risks and patient safety issues associated with the procedure, infection prevention and control guidelines required to perform the skill, fine and gross psychomotor skills relative to performing the procedure, and sensitivity … procedure”; confirm whether NUR2 512 should be indicated as prerequisite or corequisite; NUR2 521 Wound Care 1 (1.5 cr.) [PRN 13785]. APB Comments/Corrections: Use Arabic numeral in title; revise description to read “The introductory … will be foundational”.

Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

AGEC 690 Seminar: Agricultural Economics (3 cr.) [PRN 13285] – credit weight, hours/week, title, description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Current … guests. Article discussion …”; revise effective date to “201901”.

AGEC 691 M.Sc. Thesis 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 13289] – credit weight, hours/week, description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise effective date to “201901”.


AGEC 695 M.Sc. Thesis 5 (6 cr.) [PRN 13314] – description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to be more informative – GPS suggests “Writing of the final version of the thesis under the supervision of the Supervisory Committee to be submitted for graduation” [it should indicate that this is the final written version of the thesis because the title is not indicative]; revise effective date to “201901”.


SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES
Revisions [continued]
Faculty of Arts
HIST 199 FYS: History (3 cr.) [PRN 12968] – number, title, schedule types/course activities, title, description, restriction. **APB Comments/Corrections:** As the Ministry prefers the word “special” or “selected” be included in the course description to describe topic in this type of course, the description should be revised - please indicate which the Department prefers; include in the revised restriction “… Not open to students who have taken HIST 193”.

HIST 205 Ancient Mediterranean History (3 cr.) [PRN 12879] – description, restriction;
HIST 206 Indian Ocean World History (3 cr.) [PRN 13269] – title, description;
HIST 214 Early Modern Europe (3 cr.) [PRN 12901] – title, description;
HIST 215 Modern Europe (3 cr.) [PRN 12902] – title, description;
HIST 216 Intro to Russian History (3 cr.) [PRN 12828] – consolidation with HIST 236, credit weight, schedule types/course activities, title, description, restriction. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “The Tongue…”;
HIST 223 Indigenous Peoples and Empires (3 cr.) [PRN 13255] – title, description. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Titles revised – no abbreviation needed; revise description to read “History of the Indigenous Peoples of…”;
HIST 309 History of Latin America to 1825 (3 cr.) [PRN 13063] – description, prerequisites, supplementary info. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to remove “may” and remove the specific topics – either the course covers those topics or it does not;
HIST 316 History of the Russian Empire (3 cr.) [PRN 12834] – title, description, prerequisites. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “History of the…”; revise prerequisites to read “HIST 214 or HIST 215 or HIST 216”;
HIST 317 Themes: Indian Ocean Wrld Hist (3 cr.) [PRN 13270] – title, description, prerequisites, slot status. **APB Comments/Corrections:** As the Ministry prefers the word “special” or “selected” be included in the course description to describe topic in this type of course, please indicate which the Department prefers;
HIST 326 History of the Soviet Union (3 cr.) [PRN 12829] – title, description, prerequisites;
HIST 360 Latin America since 1825 (3 cr.) [PRN 13064] – description, prerequisites.
HIST 366 Themes in Latin American Hist (3 cr.) [PRN 13048] – title, prerequisites;
HIST 380 The Medieval Mediterranean (3 cr.) [PRN 12907] – title, description, prerequisites;
HIST 399 History and Historiography (3 cr.) [PRN 13257] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction;
HIST 409 Topics in Latin American Hist (3 cr.) [PRN 13049] – schedule types/course activities, title, prerequisite, slot status. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Confirm whether this course should have slot status;
HIST 498 Independent Research (3cr.) [PRN 13023] – number, restriction, supplemental info. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Indicate six affected programs;
HIST 564D1/D2 Seminar: Latin American Hist (6 cr.) [PRN 13050] – title, description, prerequisites. **APB Comments/Corrections:** As the Ministry prefers the word “special” or “selected” be included in the course description to describe topic in this type of course, please indicate which the Department prefers; delete second sentence from description and add it to the supplementary info box.
QCST 200 Intro to the Study of Quebec (3 cr.) [PRN 13527] – description, supplementary info. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Clarification is needed as to what is meant within the rationale concerning “… part of the evaluation of the course …” – students’ evaluation? Revise description to read “Introduction to … to study Quebec, including some of the foremost issues that have … life. The changing notions … within Canada) will … that are different”; delete last sentence, add it to supplementary info, and revise it to read “This course offers students … ExCELR option”); revise effective term to 201901;
QCST 300 Quebec Culture and Society (3 cr.) [PRN 13528] – description, supplementary info. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “Quebec’s key social … aspects”- delete last sentence, add it to supplementary info, and revise it to read “This course offers students … ExCELR option”); revise effective term to 201901;
QCST 336 Quebec Studies Summer Seminar (6 cr.) [PRN 13529] – description, supplementary info. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise description to read “Intensive course, mainly in French, …skills”; delete sentence on lectures and seminars, as this belongs in the course outline; move two last sentences to supplementary info box – revise second sentence to read “This course offers students … ExCELR option”); revise effective term to 201901;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
QCST 440 Contemporary Issues in Quebec (3 cr.) [PRN 13530] – description, schedule type/course activity, supplementary info. APB Comments/Corrections: As per description, should the schedule type be “Seminar” instead of “Lecture”? Revise description to read “Seminar on a theme or topic … aspects”; delete last sentence from the description and move it to supplementary info box, and revise it to read “This course offers students … ExCERJ option”; as the Ministry prefers the word “special” or “selected” be included in the course description to describe topic in this type of course, please indicate which the Department prefers; revise effective term to 201901; should this course have slot status?

School of Continuing Studies
YCBS 100 Residntl Property Fin & Acct (5 CEUs) – title, CEU weight, description, supplementary info, schedule types/course activities and hrs/wk, prerequisites. APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; revise description to read “Management of all financial … aspects of a residential property and condominium … investments. Gérer les fonds …”; indicate existing supplementary info; revise schedule types to be per week and indicate schedule types;

YCBS 102 Fondm. droit imm&coprop. au QC (5 CEUs) – title, CEU weight, description, supplementary info, schedule types/course activities and hrs/wk; APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; eCalendar title revised to remove words not included in box 12; revise description to read “Les grands … The main … properties. The various … parties and identifying possible …”; indicate existing supplementary info; revise schedule types to be per week and indicate schedule types;

YCBS 104 Residntl Bldg Sys.&Maint. Mgmt (4 CEUs) – title, description, supplementary info, schedule types/course activities and hrs/wk, prerequisite. APB Comments/Corrections: Title and abbreviation revised; correct old course title; revise description to read “Multi-unit building structures and good maintenance practices, including various building systems; plumbing … Managing emergency … projects. Creating comprehensive … fund. Les bonnes pratiques … multifamilial. Divers systèmes … sécurité. Résoudre des … entrepreneur. Créer des …”; indicate existing supplementary info; revise schedule types to be per week and indicate schedule types; correct old prerequisites – incorrect as indicated;

YCBS 106 Gest&adm immob résidentielle (4 CEUs) – title, description, supplementary info, schedule types/course activities and hrs/wk, prerequisite. APB Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised; revise description to read “La gestion … Management of residential …”; indicate existing supplementary info; revise schedule types to be per week and indicate schedule types; old prerequisites are incorrect.

Faculty of Engineering

Faculty of Medicine
EXSU 601 Knowledge Management 1 (3 cr.) – split of EXSU 601, 601D1/D2, 601N1/N2 [6 cr.], title, hrs/wk, description, prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info. APB Comments/Corrections: Confirmation needed whether this should be a research methods course; consider revising effective date to 201909 for students that need the D2 portion in 201901;

EXSU 602 Knowledge Management 2 (3 cr.) – second half of split of EXSU 601, 601D1/D2, 601N1/N2 [6 cr.]. APB Comments/Corrections: Confirmation needed whether this should be a research methods course;

FMED 603 Found of Participatory Research (1 cr.) [PRN 14088] – title, description, prerequisites, restriction. APB Comments/Corrections: Description is not clear – clarify what the participatory research is in;

NUR2 510 Practice of Nursing 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 13786] – schedule types/course activities, corequisite. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise corequisite as per revisions made to NUR2 513D1/D2 – see PRN 13769;

NUR2 511 Practice of Nursing 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 13787] – schedule types/course activities, corequisites;

NUR2 513 Introduction to Nursing Care (4 cr.) – split of NUR2 513 [5 cr.], schedule types/course activities, hours/wk, supplementary info, corequisite, restriction, additional course charge. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not … NUR2 513 prior to 201909”; revise proposal for affected course NUR2 510.
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SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Medicine [continued]
NUR2 514 Introduction to Nursing 2 (4 cr.) – split of NUR2 514 [5 cr.], schedule types/course activities, hours/wk, corequisite, restriction, supplementary info, additional course charge. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise proposal for affected course NUR2 511; confirmation whether prerequisite should read “NUR2 513 or (NUR2 513 and NUR2 517)”; indicate prerequisite minimum grade as “C”.

APB Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not … NUR2 513 prior to 201909”; indicate fee in “Additional Course Charge” box; confirmation is needed on whether it has it been approved, or needs to be reviewed, by the Fee Advisory Committee; revise corequisite course to read “NUR2 513”;

NUR2 517 Nursing Clinical Skills Lab 1 (1 cr.) – second half of split of NUR2 513 [5 cr.]. APB Comments/Corrections: Indicate fee in “Additional Course Charge” box; confirmation is needed on whether it has it been approved, or needs to be reviewed, by the Fee Advisory Committee;

NUR2 518 Nursing Clinical Skills Lab 2 (1 cr.) – second half of split of NUR2 514 [5 cr.]. APB Comments/Corrections: Indicate fee in “Additional Course Charge” box; confirmation is needed on whether it has it been approved, or needs to be reviewed, by the Fee Advisory Committee;

NUR2 608 Seminar in Nursing (3 cr.) [PRN 13911] – title;
NUR2 611 Policy Leadership in Nursing (3 cr.) [PRN 13910] – title. APB Comments/Corrections: Title revision requested because two different titles had been proposed;

NUR2 623 Clin. Assess. & Therapeutics 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 14050] – title, description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Medical, surgical, and …”; title revised to read similarly to second course [NUR2 634];


NUR2 638 Nursing in Critical Care (3 cr.) [PRN 14049] – title;
SCSD 664 Augment. & Alternative Commun. (3 cr.) – title, description. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to delete last three words; effective term revised to “201901”;

POTH 624 Master’s Project (7 cr.) [PRN 11168] – credit weight. APB Comments/Corrections: Effective term revised to “201901”.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
HIST 193 FYS: Topics in History (3 cr.) [PRN 12968]. See proposal for HIST 199;
HIST 236 Russia from 1801 to 1991 (3 cr.) [PRN 12828]. See proposal for HIST 216. APB Comments/Corrections: Indicate eight affected programs;

HIST 348 China:Science-Medicine-Tech (3 cr.) [PRN 12980]. Affected programs indicated;

School of Continuing Studies
YCBS/CBUS 101 Gestion fin.de la coprop au QC (4 CEUs). Affected program retired;
YCBS/CBUS 103 Gestion jur de la coprop au QC (4 CEUs). Affected program retired;
YCBS/CBUS 105 Gest tech du bâtim dela coprop (4 CEUs). Affected program retired;
YCBS/CBUS 107 Gest dela vie quo d’une coprop (4 CEUs). Affected program retired;
YCBS/CBUS 239 Gest de la vie quo d’une coprop 2 (4 CEUs). Affected program revised and one retired;
YCBS/CBUS 240 Condominium Law 2 (4 CEUs). Affected program revised;
YCBS/CBUS 241 Habil. interper. pour les prof (4.5 CEUs). Affected program revised and one retired.

Faculty of Medicine
EXSU 601D1/D2, 601N1/N2 Knowledge Management (6 cr.). Spanned versions only: see proposal for EXSU 601.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP